The Boat
Viewing Recommendation

Reccomendations before viewing in the classroom:
Teachers are encouraged to watch THE BOAT and the associated clips before
showing them to students. The content addresses the politically and emotionally sensitive concepts of asylum seekers, refugees, conflict and human rights. This
content may be confronting to students, particularly those with refugee
backgrounds.

The resources have been designed to help teachers feel confident to engage students in safe
discussions within the classroom. Some ideas to consider are:
• Speak with students, staff, families and/or community members before screening THE BOAT and using
the learning resources in order to pre-empt possible responses.
• Set classroom ground rules: Create a safe space and help to develop mutual respect and understanding
between the members of the classroom community.
• Be respectful: Each person has their own beliefs and values.
• Value diversity: Each person has their own world views, experiences and opinions.
• Listen politely: Each person has a right to contribute without pressure or intimidation.
• Act with honour and courage: Be brave in sharing experiences, ideas and opinions.
• Appreciate privacy: Each person has the right to uphold their privacy.
• Act responsibly: Share feedback with thoughtful consideration and a positive attitude towards others.
• Work collaboratively with students to create a contract that outlines the expected standards of
behaviour around using THE BOAT.
• Encourage students to frame discussion comments as their own (as in “I think”) and avoid forceful
language (such as “you should”).
• When responding to others in classroom discussion or within the associated activities, encourage
students to challenge ideas rather than people.
• Allow adequate time at the end of each viewing session to debrief the content, associated activities
and discussion.

The Boat
Creative Activities

SBS has adapted the title short story in Nam Le’s hugely acclaimed anthology
The Boat for its first interactive graphic novel. The result is emotive and intriguing.
Take your class on an interactive journey aboard The Boat using the SBS Learn
resources designed for English/The Arts years 9-12.
Due to infrequent coarse language, this resource is not recommended for students
under 15 years. SBS recommends reading the Classroom Guidelines before using
this resource in schools.
		Allow
20 minutes to experience The Boat before working on the activities below.
Activities

Creative Writing
Twitter Fiction: Twitter is a social networking site that allows users to send and read short
140-character messages called “tweets”. Twitter fiction aims to tell a story in just 140 characters.
Task: Imagine that you are like Mai, an asylum seeker on a boat. Capture your experience in a
140-character Twitter fiction.
Share your Twitter fiction #sbslearn #sbstheboat
See an example here

Art
Blackout Poetry: Blackout poetry is essentially making art with ‘found’ words. The process involves
selecting a piece of text – usually a newspaper article – and using a black permanent marker,
blacking out the majority of the words, leaving behind a poem constructed of words from various
sentences.
Task: Create your own blackout poem that captures the emotions felt by Mai at the end of her boat
journey. Consider experimenting with patterns and colours to cover up your unwanted words,
instead of just black permanent marker.
Share an image of your blackout poetry #sbslearn #sbstheboat

Media
Digital Storytelling: This is a genre of storytelling that is short, personal and emotive.
Each story consists of images, voice-over narrative and simple sound effects. The narrative is
typically no longer than 250 words with the story itself being no more than two minutes long.
Task: Create a digital story that tells Truong’s perspective of his journey on the boat.
Share your digital story #sbslearn #sbstheboat
See an example here

The Boat - Meet the Artist
THE BOAT was illustrated by Vietnamese-Australian artist Matt Huynh, whose parents fled
Vietnam after the war, like Mai. The following clips and activities examine the creative process
behind the graphic novel as well as Huynh’s personal connection to the story.

Coming into Being

Watch the clip ‘Coming into Being’ before completing the activity below.
Art: Matt Huynh tells how he felt most like a storyteller when he was drawing the original
thumbnails for The Boat.
Task: Create a four-frame comic panel that captures the emotion of a character. You should vary the
perspective and focus of this person, by using a range of shot types. For example, you might have two
close-up shots (one of an eye, and one of a hand), one long shot (showing their whole body) and one
mid-shot (focusing on the facial features).
Emotions to choose from could be: despair, elation, frustration, sympathy, shock, curiosity.
Share your comic panel #sbslearn #sbstheboat

About the Characters

Watch the clip ‘About the Characters’ before completing the activity below.
Art: Matt Huynh explains how it takes many attempts of drawing a character before fully
understanding them. Capturing a character’s emotions is very difficult, especially if you are not a
confident artist. One way of capturing a person’s character is by putting their emotions in motion using
exaggerated body language and movement.

Task: Capture the character of a friend of family member through caricature. Give them exaggerated
gestures and movement by drawing them doing a range of actions such as running, jumping, flying
and tumbling.

About the Boat

Watch the clip ‘About the Boat’ before completing the activity below.
Creative writing: Matt Huynh speaks about how the boat is a conceit as it acts as both a
setting and a character, which ultimately shares Mai’s journey.
Task: Flash fiction is a type of storytelling that is very short – typically as short as 300 words.
Compose a flash fiction that personifies a location you are very familiar with. For example, if you gave
emotions and a voice to your bedroom, what would it say?
For tips on writing great flash fiction, scroll to the end of this article.

Personal Relationship

Watch the clip ‘Personal Relationship’ before completing the activity below.
Creative writing: Matt Huynh reveals that the purpose of his work is to have people connect with the
more vulnerable parts of the population, such as asylum seekers and refugees.
Task: Text message stories are designed to be brief enough to send in a single text message, but
powerful enough to explore themes, and develop believable characters and settings. Compose a text
message story of exactly 150 words that simultaneously provokes the reader to consider a significant
political or humanitarian issue and creates feelings of empathy and connection.
Share your text message story #sbslearn #sbstheboat

The Boat
Comprehension Activity

SBS has adapted the title short story in Nam Le’s hugely acclaimed anthology
The Boat for its first interactive graphic novel. The result is emotive and intriguing.
Take your class on an interactive journey aboard The Boat using the SBS Learn
resources. For English students years 9 - 12.
Notes to teacher:
This teacher resource has been created using the framework of the Super Six Comprehension
Strategies, a series of cognitive and metacognitive strategies to support students’ comprehension.
It is recommended that students engage with the activities in the order they are presented as this
allows them to move from predicting what the narrative will be about, to connecting the content of
the narrative to their own lives, other texts and, importantly, to the wider world.
Due to infrequent coarse language, this resource is not recommended for students under 15 years.
SBS recommends reading the Classroom Guidelines (hyperlink) before using this resource in schools.

Activities
1. Predicting
a. Look at the first screen of The Boat. Write a paragraph predicting what you think the story
will be about. Try to guess what the plot, characters and settings might be.
b. After engaging with the story, write a paragraph reflecting on which of your predictions
were confirmed and which were not. Try to make reference to the parts of the story that
surprised you.
2. Monitoring
a. As you read The Boat, write a list of any words you don’t understand, or when more
information is required to help you better appreciate the narrative. After you finish reading,
create a glossary for the story based on your list.
3. Summarising
a. Write a one- to two-sentence summary of each chapter.
4. Questioning
a. Who is the protagonist of the story? What do we find out about her personality and her
background?
b. Who are the other main characters of the story? What do we find out about their
personalities and backgrounds?
c. Who are the side characters? What role do they play in the story of Mai?
d. Identify the main settings of the story. How does the use of sound effects and images
(moving and static) help develop each setting?
e. The main themes of this story are: loneliness, fear, loss, family and resilience. Identify a
scene from the story where each theme is powerfully communicated.

f. As an interactive graphic novel, The Boat uses a powerful combination of words, sounds,
images and interactive features to tell its story. On your second reading of The Boat, identity
examples of the following devices, and explain the effect they have on your emotions,
imagination and thoughts.
		

i. Figurative language

		

ii. Interactive side stories

		

iii. Sound effects

		iv. Music
		

v. Contrast between light and dark

		

vi. Movement of text/images

		

vii. Speech bubbles

		

viii. Background images

		ix. Framing
5. Visualising
a. The Boat is an interactive graphic novel that relies on both pictures and words to tell the
story. Choose two similes from the story that you found particularly powerful and draw a picture
to illustrate the image each conjures in your mind.
6. Making Connections
a. How does the story of Mai’s journey from Vietnam by boat connect to experiences you have
had yourself? You might consider your own experience of being separated from your family
from a period of time, the loss of a family member or friend, a time when you travelled alone,
or
b. What are some other texts you have encountered that tell a story similar to that of Mai’s
journey? Perhaps you have seen a documentary or read a novel about the experiences of
asylum seekers from Vietnam or other countries.
c. How does this story help you better appreciate the experiences of people seeking asylum
today?

